COUNCIL WORK NIINUTES
MAY 19.2021
The City Council held a meeting on Wednesday, May I 9, 2021 , at 5;30
Council Chambers, 10 North Main Street, Cedar City, Utah.

p

.m. in the City

MEMBERS PRESENT: Mayor Maile Wilson Edwards; Councilmernbers: Ron Adams;
Craig Isom; W. Tyler Melling; Scott Phillips.
EXCUSED: Councilmember Terri Hartley.
STAFF PRESENT: City Manager Paul Bittrnenn; City Attomey Tyler Romeril; City
Recorder Renon Savage; Finance Director Jason Norris; City Engineer Jonathan Stathis;

Police Lieutenant Jimmy Roden; Fire Chief Mike Phillips; Economic Development Director
Darury Stewart; Public Works Director Ryan Marshall; Wastewater Supervisor Eric Bonzo;
Lab Technician Laurie Smith; City Planner Don Boudreau; Treasurer Wendy Bonzo.

OTHERS PRESENT: Richard Trayah, MaryIda Bush, Patricia B., Trayah Bush, Carl Bush,
Mike Babcock, Betty Babcock, Clint Rogers, Geoffrey Lewis, Yanrong Lewis, Gary F.
Player, Payten Crawford, Terri Kenney, Laura Henderson, Ron Riddle, Derek Morton, Jeff
Obering, Carter Wilkey, Aimee Uchman, Chris Uchman, Sophia Uchman, Lisa Bonzo, Jeff
Lennert, Clint Broadbent, Tim Watson, Rick Bairett, Brent Drew, Tom Jett, Jordan Jolley,
Diana Girtain, Wade Wilcock, Elaine Smith, Timothy Smith, Mark Barufli, Dallas Buckner,
Bob Platt, Nicholas Willis, Ben Batty.

CALL TO ORDER: Tyler Romeril

gave the invocation; the pledge was led by Jimmy

Roden.

AGEND A ORDERAPPROVAL: MA yor

- it has been requested

that item #1 be table until

to next week and move item #13 to #9.
Councilmember Isom moved to approve the agenda order tabling #1 and moving #13 to #9;
second by Councilmernber Phillips; vote unanimous.

ADMINISTRATION AGENDA - MA YO R AND COUNCIL BUSINESS: STAFF
COMMENTS: rPhilli ps - on 200 North, I realize it is a State Road, the new location ofthe
Tagg N Go, the speed limit is 45 from there to 1100 West. It was appropriate years ago, but it
is very fast. I would like a traffic study and see if we can lower it to 35 mph. Jonathan - I
will reach out to UDOT and see about having that possibly changed. rMelling - there was a
Planning Commission meeting last night, we had good discussions and commission gave a
favorable recommendation to a new zone. Something came up in the meeting that I need to
correct in the record. The discussion started with a commission mernber concemed about
what I said on the radio with their competence, and I was taken back, I didn't recall what I
said. I obtained a recording, and I would like to read that and let it stand on its own. When
discussing these items #3 there is a duplex type of development going in and when we talk
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about the ugly development that is the development talking about. Melling read the attached
Exhibit'A". I wanted that on the record, I am sorry if it was untactful or offensive. rMayor
- next Wednesday at noon is when we are dedicating the Gapyeong stone at the Veteran's
Mernorial Park, it should be a neat program. rPhillips - welcome Councilman Isom back.
Isom - we lost a son-inJaw COVID complications, so I was patching things with the family.
I appreciate this community and the outpouring of kindness. IWEAU Recognition award to
Laurie smith. clint Rogers, water Environment Association of Utah Board of Directors we
are a professional association made up ofwater, wastewater, design engineering, regulator,
operators that run the facilities. I am a design consultant with Stantac, we have a contract to
upgrade the WWTP, we are doing a final walk through that is nearly under completion. It
was easy for me to be here to recognize Laurie Smith, Lab Tech. We have 600 members, %
are the operation staff, the quiet heroes that run the collections, water systems, treatment
systems, to allow us to have water at our disposal and treat it. There are 33 mechanical
facilities in the State, cedar city has one ofthe most advanced. you have made updates since
2012, expanded the plant and expanded lab, the follow up will expand capacity and improve
the Treatment Plan, a l0-year run of investments and improvements the City has been
making. we have an awards committee formed of peers and the application was reviewed
and Laurie was compared to other lab directors, most of the 33 have labs and Laurie came to
the top as the Best Lab Director in the State for 2020. I have worked with her; your
Treatment Facility is running some of the best water and tightest regulations and Laurie
checks that each day. rDanny Stewart - update on the announcement last week, new
manufacturing company Amrscor, Rock Island firearms manufacturer known for a l9l I gun
they made. The manufacturing in the first phase, with potential 2nd and 3d phases. They will
move into an existing building, over next 6 years they will have a minimum of gg jobs. I met
with the company with SUU and SW Tech about providing training for the company.
Phillips - what type of pay scale, above average? Danny they were also looking it other
states, they qualified for a statewide tax incentive for 6 years. To do that they have to provide
jobs higher than the county wage. Phillips we are trying to close that gap. rwendy -Bonzo,
city Treasurer - I come to ask for another month of waiving penalties. we changed to
Invoice Cloud and it has been a dismal time. We will go back to Xpress Bill pay. We
changed because it was better for customers and it has never worked. They havi a number of
other things that have not been met in the contract. we have had 1,000's of calls, customers
have had problerns. Invoice cloud asked to give customers their number so they could help
and when the customers called thern, they wouldn't help. Tyler drafted a letter, I think 30
days will be enough, but if you want to do 60 days that is ok. Xpress has been so proactive;
they were able to relink about 90% of the customers. Autopay was not saved; they will have
to be sent a new password and set a date for the payment. The things Invoice cloud told us
they could do, Xpress can do that now. I think we are the largest city using caselle doing
this and there were issues that were not in place. Phillips did we not invistigate? wendy
yes, we did, their teams are in different places, tech person in Massachusetts, ialesperson in
Denver, it is like they don't communicate. I got in touch with the salesman and told him we
were not happy and looking to go back to Xpress, a week went by and nothing happened, this
happened twice. Isom - with the breach are there remedies. Tyler the contract iays we
give them 10-days. No issue to jump ship. Isom - can we recoup losses? Wendy I don't
-

-

know how we could do that.
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PUBLIC COMMENTS: rCarter Wilk ey - event on behalf of the Chamber of Commerce
coming up. Jurre 25-26 we will hold an Iron Off Road Rally, UTV event in collaboration with
the County, BLM and Chamber. We wrote a grant with the Utah Departrnent of Recreation;
it should be a good thing. This will be at Iron Springs Resort. 12-13 trails designated in Iron,
Kane, Beaver and Washington Counties. We are trying to get people registered, the permits
are through with the State and National Forest Service. Go to Cedarcitychamber.org and find
a link. It will be an annual rally. It will be all day Friday and Saturday and we will have
vendors and food at the resort. Phillips - when do they start? Carter - they start early. rRick
Bairett read the attached Exhibit 'B". Phillips - are you aware that the City has an Active
Transportation Committee? Rick - I found that out today. Phillips - we meet monthly,
except this month we are not. We will meet in June; would you be willing to come? fuck - it
depends, I have a family vacation planned. Ifavailable, I will be there. rChris Uchman Hunter Glen Community - I would like to recognize that items 9, 10, 1 l, 12 are in reference
to what I am talking about, but Platt and Platt removed some items with a negative
recommendation from Planning Commission. Mayor - we will have you talk during those
iterns.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCKGRANT (CDBG) SECOND PUBLIC
HEARING: Tabled.
CONSIDER A SINGLE EVENT ALCOHOL PERMIT FOR A BEER GARDEN AT
THE JULY JAMBOREE. WARE HOU SE BAR & KITCHEN/DARIN ADAMS: P eyten
Crawford, Warehouse Bar and Kitchen. We are looking to do the Beer Garden during July
Jamboree. Mark Baruffi - we have done the beer garden for several years and we are tired of
doing it. It has been a really good thing, I met with Rotary they didn't want it to go away. We
have looked for the right fit. They bought Toadz and it fits in line with thern to market their
business with July Jamboree. I am here to support them. I am here to walk them through the
process and will help them set up and over see things to see how it is operated and take over
the assets. Phillips - will it be operated as has been in the past? Peyten - yes, we will just
rebrand in our own way. Same location. Lt. Roden - we performed the appropriate checks
and offer a favorable recommendation.
CONSIDER VICINITY PLAN FOR THE SAGE S P RINGS NORTII SUBDIVISION
LOCATED AT APPROXIMATELY 2375 N. NORTHFIELD ROAD. WATSON
ENGINEERING/DONALD BOUDREAU: Tim Wat son, Watson Engineering - this is the
subdivision in comments from Councilman Melling. It is along Northfield Road to the north
is 2400 North. It is owned by two separate developers that are working together. It is an R-22, they will be twin homes. We meet the R-2-2 requirements per City Ordinance. It will be
phased; we are shooting with 4-phases. We will start in the northwest corner. Phillips - how
long are the streets? Tim - I am guessing % mile. We show 45' wide streets, minimum
requirements. Phillips - will the irrigation ditches be piped? Tim - yes. Melling - some of
the discussion in Planning Commission wanting x, y or z, when we have developments that
comply, we can highlight issues with our policy, but ifthey meet standards, they are ok.
Gary Player - what is the difference between a duplex and twin home? Tim - ownership.
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CONSIDERVI CINITY PLAN FOR THE NIAGNOLIA FIELDS SUBD
ION
LOCAT ED AT APPROXIMAT EL Y IOO() NORT H 39O() WEST. WATSON
ENGINEERING/DONAI, D BOUDREAU: Ti m Watson, Watson Engineering this is a
-

development we brought through several weeks ago, we have the front couple streets as R-22, twin homes, the rest of the property R-2- I . Fronts 3900 West SE comer of Equestrian
,
Pointe and a county subdivision. We have an irrigation ditch to the north. We were told
during the zone change that it is the Stucki Inigation. Jonathan yes, but it is ran under the
coal,creek Irrigation company. The R-2-1 lots are over 10,000 iquare feet, theyjust want a
smaller fiontage, they meet the R-l by size. It will be multiple phases. ahost i/: of the
sewer will not be gravity, they will be private pumps to get to the gravity fed system. Each
home will have these pumps. we are looking at one other option. Mayor does that
concem
you? Jonathan - ifthey want to pursue that they can. They could also pursue a common
lift
station. Tim - we don't have enough in the development io do a common lift station.
Jonathan - it would need to be a private lift stationlfdone. phillips
-how wide is 3900
west? Jonathan -75 feet. Tim - there is a trail in the area that has not been determined the
place yet. Phillips - will the R-2-2 face 3900 west? Tim no, rhey will
be double fiontage,
there,will be fence requirements. chris Uchman how many units total and where is the
park for the units? Tim 183 lots and 39 twin home lots. The parks will
be their individual
landscape. There is no incentive from the city to put in parks. i think there is
an adjustment
to make with give and take in city ordinances. we meei the city requirements.
If you want
a park' I am sure the developer would sell off a portion ofland that does
not gravity'drain to
the sewer. carter wilkey - .21 acres for each lot. In Gemini it is .16 so thesJare
good size
twinaome lots. That is a large twin-home lot. Tim that meets the minimum 9,0'00 square
foot lots. At Gemini it rvas 8,000. Dianna Girtain I live in Hunter Glen Subdivision
- what
school district, what school zoned for? Tim that is outside our requirement. Mayor
- the
School_District can change the boundaries. we cannot give you an idequate
answer. Tom
314
. lbo]rt
lleeks ago I spoke, and we talked about neighborhoods and alley ways.
Neighborhoods like this would be wonderful if there were ail"y *uys to allow young; people
to grt fiom one end of the neighborhood to the other. It is a trend uecoming
mo.e pfrutarl
Jeffrey Lewis - I am in line with other comments. I am extremely conce.nJa,
,oit
law grew up in Los Angeles when it was open. we love that cedar city is growing
but"i-in
there
is a concemwith not having open space and not becoming a desirable jlaceio
livel ehillips
- we are looking for a park in the west side of the cornmurity because bf all the growth. Tim
- I understand the concem for the parks, the public needs to understand as well, ii wasn,t too
many years ago there was a different council that did not want parks and other iacilities,
they
wanted to minimize the taxes to each resident. These are the ordinun"". in place,
and we do
meet them and until they are changed we will continue to see some of the same
result from
the decision the council in the past made.

-

{:t

.y

CONSIDER V ICINITY PLAN FOR THE OLD SO RRXL RANCH SUBDIVI SION
P
SES4& LOCATED AT
SEN WA AND
TVIEW DRIVE. WA SON
Tim Watson, Watson Engineering - we have a
subdi vision with a park and a lot of open space. This is phase 4 and 5 of Old
Sorrel Ranch
we are working through a few issues with Engineering now. We are only required 2
accesses to Westview Drive. The college Farm is in the SW comer, the Observat
ory to the
south, everlhing to the west is Co unty. One concem is the master planned road
shows a 66,
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road coming up and tying into Westview Drive. It would be very difficult to get a 66' road
in, we are showing 45'. The 66 is for access to the properties to the South. Phillips - the
Cross Hollow Hills area? Tim - yes, a County subdivision. The proposed road is to help
move the trafiEc through the City and County. There are roughly two 40 acre parcels the
current ownership is the same as the owner of the Cross Hollow Hills area. I hope the new
master plan will take that into consideration. That is shown on a map somewhere, we have
been asked to do a master plan road abandonment. We don't have a new location; we are
asking that the requirement be removed liom this subdivision when it comes through since
the master planned streets will be coming through anyway. We want it removed for Vicinity
and Final Plat for Phases 4 & 5. Phillips - I understand that there were issues with the grade
of the road anyway? Jonathan - it shows it coming through the observatory and SUU has
already developed it and it is steep. There would be issues. Phillips - I am not sure Cross
Hollow Hills would want it. Paul - there is a lot of City property to the south and east.
There is a need to interconnect roads, sewer and water to facilitate those in the roads.
Phillips - there is a master planned road to the north? Tim - yes in the Cross Hollow Hills
area, also and east/west road. Phillips - phase 4 on the curve of Westview Drive, how do we
address that. How are we moving on WesMew Road on the realignment? Tim - before we
did phase 1 & 2 of Old Sorrel Ranch, we worked with the City to get the alignment of
Westview Drive. this has softened the curve. Our lots have been adjusted to accommodate
that. Lots 93 & 92 have been adjusted to the future Weswiew Drive. It shows the 100-foot
right-of-way. The lots in Phase t have also been adjusted and it has been dedicated and the
sliver ofproperty will be also. There will be a section ofno man's land, I don't know if it
will go to SUU. Jonathan - those two lots are smaller than the adjacent lots because ofthe
right-of-way, but they still meet the requirernents. They are also double fronted lots and
would require a fence on Westview Drive. Tyler - before we get to final plat you need an
ordinance to vacate that master planned road. Tim - do we need a new location? Tyler
that is how it has been done in the past. Tim - what if we use one ofthe County roads for
that, is it an acceptable altemative? Paul - it would have to work through, we are looking for
connectivity, if they meet County specs, we are ok. Mayor - work with Engineering and
Legal. Tim - once vicinity is approved, we have 2 years to start construction or we come
back through the process.

-

PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDER DISPOSING OF O.I2 ACRES OF CITY
PROPERTY LOCATED AT 187 W. GREEN ST. LEAVITT LAND/TYLER
Brent Drew, Leavitt Land - we have gone through the process saying we were
interested in the property, and we paid for the appraisals. Tyler - Council gave approval to
open for bid, Leavitt Land got the appraisal, the property is small, it came back at $3,500,
only one bid and it was Leavitt Land. They are proposing to pay $3,550 plus closing costs.
Brent - we will work an easement for a larger water line.

NMEBII4

Mayor Edwards opened the public hearing. There were no comments. The hearing closed.
Consent.

PUBLIC HEARIN G TO CONSIDER DISPOSING OF 0.34 ACRXS OF CITY
PROPERTY LOCA TED AT 403 N. HIGHLAND DR. JEFF OBRING/TYLER
ROMERIL: Jeff Oberi ng - this is a lot on Highland. Tyler - Mr. Obering wanted to
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purchase the property; we went through disposal process. In the meantime we found that Mr.
Obering owns property we use. The City property appraised at $ 17,000, Obering property
$19,177, Mr. Obering's bid is that the City pay $2,171, and Mr. Obering pay closing costs on

both properties

Mayor Edwards opened the public hearing. There were no comments. The hearin g closed.
Consent

PUBLIC IIEARING T O CONSIDERAN ORDINAN CE AMENDING THE ZONE
FROM ANNEX TRANSITION (AT) TO DWEL LING TWO UNIT (R- 2-2) FOR
PROPERTY L OCATED AT 2OO SOUTH -t 7()O WEST, GO CIVIL/TYLER
ROMERIL: Dallas Buckner, Go Civil Engineering - 60 acre parcel we brought through for
annexation, now the zone changefrom AT to R-2-2 in compliance with the General plan.
Mayor Edwards opened the public hearing. There were no comments. The hearing closed

CONSIDER AN ORDINAN CE VACA TING A PORTION O FA CITY MASTER
PLANNED TRAIL LOCATED IN PHASE 8 O F THE AS HDOWN FO REST PUD, GO
CIVIL/JONATHAN STATHIS: Dallas Buckner, Go Civil Engineering this was on
Council last week. Ashdown Phase 8. See the map attached as Exhibit..C,,. The red line is
the current trail. The blue is the contour to run with the lay of the land and tie into the Ci ty
Detention basin. It is .56 red .785 on the blue. paul on the blue dash is it on ci ty property.
Dallas I am not positive. Paul - I don' t know if we have enough room on the top of the
detention basin. Dallas - without a survey I am not sure with the City lines. phillips how
different are the contours with steepness and grade? Dallas we would keep the same
elevation, then it drops down. There is a si gnificant change on the red. There is a large part
of the RDO that will not be developed bec ause it is relatively steep. Phillips what issues
would we have with the BLM to put a trai I on their property? Paul we would have to get a
right-of-way; it is probably all Juni per and pine. Phillips I don't want to approve
something and then not be able to put a trail on their property. Can we reach out to Dave
Jacobson with the B LM? Mayor- we will see what information we can get before next
week. Adams - the discussion in the trails committee, they want to interconnect into
Fiddlers coming out of the Canyon somewhere and come from a trail like Thunderbird
Gardens and come through the back and have it go to Main Street. paul we acquired
p_roqerty from SITLA, they want a trail. There is a large hill on the NE, they want to go
on
the backside with a mountain bike trail and all the way to Enoch, they wantio use our-park
facility as the trail head. Adams - I think this would tie into that. phillips the red dash line
to the north, it is an existing trail? Dallas - no, the solid line is the trail that ends, and we
need to tie in.

PUBLIC HEARIN G TO CONSID ER AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE
GENERAL LAND USE PLAN FR ONI LOW DENS ITY RESIDE NTIAL TO HIGH
DENSITY RESIDE NTIAL FOR PROP E RTY LOCA TED ON THE SO UTHSIDE OF
1775 NORTH LUND HI GHW AY. PLATT & PLATT/TYLER RO MERIL: Bob Platt,
Plaft & Platt Engineering - Lund Hwy and l77S North, the property is south of Iron Willows.
It is zoned I&M-l which is not compatible land use. Iron Willows is R-1, Iron Willows
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Phase 2 is planned to connect to Hunter Glen and is all R-l lots and would be a second
access out of Hunter Glen. The parcel is I&M- I , the general plan shows R- 1 . We want to
amend the general plan to R-3 as a transition into R- 1 . There is R-3 property to the north and

to the south. It is similar on the north side as well. Phillips - why not R-2 instead of R-3?
Bob - I am the messenger. Melling - what is the east/west distance? 284 feet.

Mayor Edwards opened the public hearing. Chris Uchman, member of Hunter Glen
Community - I want to say thank you Platt and Platt for moving the area of concem offthe
agenda. We would like to present some concems over deviations of the general plan' Like
Councilman Phillips said, why not R-2? Chris read the attached Exhibit "D". Jonathan - to
bring to Sketch you submit an application to the Engineering Department. Chris - I saw that
for a planned community, not an ordinance change. Mayor - in the tentative budget there is
improvernent on 1600 and Lund that are proposed. What is the neighborhood view, it is
curently I&M-1 which is industrial? If that went forward and there was an industrial use,
what is the neighborhood view of that? Chds - convenience stores, slurps up. We are open
to R-l or R-2, they are jumping to R-3, that is a problem. At the comer of 1600 and Lund'
why high density, it is one of the busiest intersections, I think there was a study done?
Jonathan - we have the information, but it has not been analyzed yet. Chris - it is highly
populated. It overburdens the schools, there is no infrastructure for approving higher density.
I know Tyler Melling is putting forward a new zoning process, I believe it was said that I
endorsed that zoning. Melling - no, a member of Planning Commission that inferred that
because I had talked to residents of the subdivision that you endorsed that, I was cut offand
not able to correct that. chris - we invested in R- 1, when are our rights protected. Also
going from R-l to R-3. There are issues that need to be addressed in only notiffing people
*itt in f OO feet. A developer a mile away says they want to build a park; how would they
know they were in that area. As Tim said, there is no incentive to do it. Why not be like Go
Civil who did it on their own on an R-3 property, built a large area in the middle trail blazing
the way? Tyler - that is a PUD, we changed the ordinance it is required. Melling - it is
private infrastructure; they are required to have common ownership. chris - HoA's as time
goes forward they become defunct, they should not be relied on. community conservative
ioops that deal with amenities rather than telling people what they can do with their own
properties. We would like to work with the City Council and Planning Commission and stop
ihe unfettered growth and the congestion the communities are creating and do master planned
communities for master planned growth'
Blaine wilcock - the rising cost in homes it is hard for people starting offto buy homes. The
general plan is a good idea, it amends and changes from time to time. It has changed in
Cedar Reserve and Sycamore and it is adjacent to R-3 and is zoned I&M. I doubt slurps up
would go there. There has been people that want to purchase the property for an automotive
shop. You can have hotel, motel in there. We want to keep the precedence to change the
general plan to R-3 like other developments have done.
Chris Uchman 1600 and Lund in 2012 general plan is listed with a star on the map,
Midvalley also has that saying it will be a commercial area. Across there street it was
supposed to be commercial and now it is R-2. NE side is at Planning Commission now'
Decisions are being made that will not allow what the general plan said would be there. we

-
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have to come all the way into town to get a Twinkie or go to dinner. we would like
a nice
restaurant, conveniences for the communities. R-3 all along Lund Highway with
6' walls and
they are unsightly, we don't want cedar city to represent that. we hope future ordinances
will take that into consideration. Decisions are making a difference in the future.

Melling - this is the same owner that owned the Hunter Glen area and all the way to Lund
Highway, they did own this little bit developed as R-l. It is a weird spot with oniy
300 ieet
between Lund and R-1. The owner knows what they have, I understand you
have R-3 on 3
sides, with an R-l development to change from ltt't-t, the general plan-says
R_l and
currently commercial. it is something when you can't controi the property next you,
to
but it
is all one owner. To leave in current zone I see it as an option, even ifnot
attractive. Also,
it were to change to commercial, I see it granted. I have iroubie wirh R-3 ,rJ r,igr,
l*rrty
because ofthe expectations, maybe ifR_l had not gone in right
ofwiy, I don;t
L.:ig"lt,:t
think R-3 would be that big ofdear. I am not sure I would be ok with
th-e change i" t igh
density residential. Circumstances are different in every case.

if

Phillips - mixed use we recently changed because the developers were
using it to go to R-3
so it was changed. They can say MU but it was R-3. I am nofin
favor of thJR_3, ilike that
Mr. Platt is being straight forward with us, I don't like being lied to.
The whole area has burst
at the seams and we realize what it is doing to the area. we-need
to be careful and the notion
of creating open space is a good one, but iishould be everywhere. I
am not in favor ofthe
changes.

Bob Platt - All four are items are interrelated. I don't believe
the developer ofHunter Glen
Phase I was the same owner. Melling the owner of hon
Willows? yes.
The hearing closed.

Mayor Edwards opened the public hearing.
wade wilcock - one wav to guarantee a park is to do a pUD. you
If
do R-2-2, R-2-l it will
look like everything
wifi a pUD there woul;
,p""".
"lse.

;;;""

The hearing closed.

GH
ID OF
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NORTH LUND HIGHWAY. PLATT & PLATT/TYLER ROMERIL: Bob Platt,
Platt & Platt Engineering - the .625 acres is on the north side, same as previous items.
Phillips - was it all one piece ofproperty before the road? Paul - how far back do you want
to go. Bob-Idon'tknow.
1775

Mayor Edwards opened the public hearing
Chris Uchman - I like the idea ofopen space and parks, but that is up to the owner. I
appreciate the idea.

- let's assume R-3 PUD with open space, wouldn't it be private open space for the
PUD? Council - yes.
Bob

Carter Wilkey - is there anything you can do in the R-3 that is not a PUD? Yes, apartment
complexes. Paul - there is a single-family smaller lot option in the R-3 as well.
The hearing closed.

PUBLIC IIEARING TO CONSIDER AN ORDINANCE AMENDING TIIE ZONE
FROMINDU STRIAL & MANUFACTURING- 1 (I&M-l) TO DWELLING
MULTIPLE UNIT
3- M) FOR PROPERTY LOCATED ON THE NORTHSIDE OF
1775 NORTH LUND HIGHWAY. PLATT & PLATT/TYLER ROMERIL: Bob Pl att,
Platt & Platt Engineering - the zone change is from I&M-1 to R-3.
Mayor Edwards opened the public hearing. No comments. The hearing closed
Melling - anything prohibiting us in the future if a lot owner approaches to change to a zone
that doesn't comply with the general plan without changing the general plan? Tyler - the
general plan must conform.

ADJOURN: Councilmember Isom moved to adjourn at 7:32 p.m.; second by
Councilmember Adams; vote unanlmous.

D

n Savage, MMC
City Recorder

EXHIBIT

City Council Meeting

"A"

-

May 19, 2O2t
;J

Iafter brief discussions on estate planning and leading into city updates]
Tyler: This week in the planning commission meeting, it's funny, that the first 45 minutes of the meeting were spend
complairiing to a developer about the quality of their development, and how it didn't quite match what they were
looking for, but it complied with allthe rules, right?
Tim: I want to get your take on something, all right? This is going to be outside of your scope as either Melling Law
because o.f estate planning or serving on the Cedar City council, but we were surprised about a week and a half ago, was
it Chris? A story out of Orem? And some people there were protesting a development that fris going in. I guess the

owner ofthe land wanted to build some condos and as far as we can tell from the story, the property he had was
already zoned for that so he was okay, and there were people out there saying "no, we want to decide what toes up
here" and I went - hold on, hold on just hang on a second. What's your take on that?
Tyler: Yeah, we, so there's a couple of balancing forces that we're trying to balance, right? So first and foremost, is
property rights, right? So if your property is zoned and planned for a single family home, then you have a right to build a
single-family home on that property, right?
Tim: [unsure groan] we can have that discussion later, but okay l'll be there.
Tyler: Right, so if you have- 5o we have zoning we have laws, and in America, we believe that people should be able to
do what they want with their property, as long as it complies, right? So again, we kinda, going back to this week's, we,
you know, that planning commission meeting, this developer is getting a hard time for what they designed, but in that
zone, for that area, we are very prescriptive in our city on what you can and can't build. You have to be so far from the
street, you have to have so much in the rear of the lot space, you have to have your space between the units, your
minimum lot size, the roads have to be engineered a certain way, and sidewalks, and everything else. And so even if you
go
have a better idea for something pretty, you know, a little bit of variation or whatever, your hands are tied. You can't

beyond the scope of what's in there, right? And

then--

Tim: Now in this case, had the developer done that?
Tyler: Yeah, everything complied

with--

Tim: So he was in compliance.
Tyler: Right, but then I spent the next two and a half hours in front of that same body talking about this new 2one that
we're looking at right? And looking at their recommendation, and you know again, it's like well either this is too
questions, right,
complicated or this isn't protective enough, or what about x, y, and z? And many of those were very fair
that we had to address and we always have to address when we're looking at changes. But it's iust interesting because
then it's like well we spent the first part of this meeting yelling at a developer for buildin€ something we thought was

why
ugly that matched the rules, and here we are now with this new option that allows a lot more flexibility, so that's
just
put
with
more
in,
attemPt
to
it,s complicated, because we're stilt trying to put those same safeguards that we
flexibility and room for creativity and it's like well this is too complicated. lt's like well so what do you want to do? We
you don't
can take out the flexibility which forces people into ugty boxes, right? Or we can take out the safeguards that
want to take out, so which one do you want? You know? But anyway, it's just, that's what we do a lot with our zoning.

well,
And so it,s very much the same I think up in this [Orem] area, when people say 'well, I didn't want that' and it's like,
people
into
that's what it's zoned for. And we need to be better about working on options so we're not painting these
these very strict, sometimes ugty boxes that we build room for more creativity and incentivize pretty things and nice
things that we want to see.
Icontinued discussion about water policies in the works]
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Cedar City Council: Remarks on road conditions and their impact on safety for cyclists,
Rick Boirett, 79 Moy 2027

l'd like to highlight a few things that might make life easier for bicyclists in Cedar City. I won,t
spend time on the health benefits of cycling, the fact that it's something most people can do
from their own front doors, or that Cedar City has a growing student population that is often
reliant on bicycles for transportation, because you know all that. I would like to make some
specific recommendations that will make it so more people can cycle more safely.
There are obviously inherent dangers when unprotected, relatively fast-moving, cyclists share
the road with even faster motorized vehicles weighing thousands of pounds. We're not going to
solve that inequity easily; however, road conditions can be improved in the short- if not
immediate-term without extreme measures. Loose gravel and holes along the sides of roads, in
particular, can slam a bicycle and rider to the pavement in short order, or force cyclists into
closer proximity to powered vehicle traffic as they avoid poor conditions along the edges. So,
my recommendations are:
First, sweep gravel from city roads on a reguldr basis. As far as I knowthe city owns sweeper
trucks, but I find loose pebbles along rnost roads when riding. Gravel on shoulders and at
intersections forces riders to either live with loose & unsafe travel surfaces, or to move closer

to travel lanes-perhaps even entirely into travel lanes, which tend to stay clear of gravel. On a
recent ride I encountered gravel on the shoulders of Bulldog and Airport Roads, and alongthe
top of Cove Drive, including in the designated bicycle lone. Such encounters on roads nearly
everywhere are unfortunately the norm, and should be corrected.
Second, create or better enforce ordinances requiring those whose activities deposit dirt and
gravel onto paved surfaces to remove it on o doily bosis. Construction sites are the prime
perpetrators-for example the new construction across from the softball fields on Cove Drive-

well as businesses whose trucks transit from unpaved to paved roads, such as Western Rock
and Sunroc on Bulldog Road. Fast moving traffic and narrow shoulders on Bulldog is a fact of life
for now, but having to move out into that traffic to avoid thick dirt and gravel shouldn't be.
as

Third, create or better enforce ordinances requiring that any activity involving cutting into
asphalt be thoroughly repaired, and that entities causing such damage be required to follow up
on their own repair work to verify there is a smooth surface. Of particular concern here is the
recent fiber-optic cable installation. Lengthy cuts are consistently being made along the road
shoulder parallel to the direction of travel, and those cuts are just the right width to grab the
wheels of road bike and cause a serious fall. On some roads those cuts are filled inadequately
(e.g. Fiddler's Canyon Rd), or the filler sinks over time and the slit reopens. l've had a friend
seriously injured by getting his wheels caught in a crack between the asphalt and the curb &
gutter, and now we've created similar tire-width gaps throughout the city. l'm all for fiber-optic
internet speeds, but safety, as always, should be paramount.

Finally, to facilitate all of the above, I recommend creating a road-hazard
reporting hotline or
website, especially for ryclists but which anyone could use, to make any
,"port" pr.t of th"
public record-perhaps part of the city website-along with city
reports about what specifically
has been done to correct that hazard. I am a political scientist who specializes
in the study of
government transparency, and without such a transparent public
forum and real accountability
--in the form of having to actually respond to the report-- such reporting
mechanisms are
typically just window dressing.

My limited perspective-and I fully acknowledge that it is very limited-is
that the city council
mostly caters to the desires of builders, developers, and other business
interests. Here r,m
asking you to do something for more-typicar taxpayers and voters. peopre
of a[ ages and
lifestyles ride bikes, and the things I'm proposing could make
that activity consideiably safer, at
a reasonable cost. (Much cheaper than, for instance, the proposed
Rec. center expansion.)
Thanks for taking time to hear me out. r make no craim to
speciar expertise in this area-just
personal experience--but if I can provide any clarifications
or answer any questions about what
l've said l'm happy to do so.
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Cedar City Council

10 N Main Street
Cedar City, UT 84721

April 19, 2021
Good evening-

My name is christopher Uchman and I am an 11-year member of the Hunter Glenn community.
My community members and I have come to this City Council meeting to introduce ourselves and
submit our opposition to the proposed "rezoning" of parcels that adjoin and will inevitably be attached
to our 1S-year existing community.
The Hunter Glenn community, out of respect for the city council's time, has delegated a representative
process and the
who will present some compelling concerns that we have about the current development
parameters of the 2012
developments that have already accomplished purchase outside the existing
you, as a City Council, the
General plan. We have organized and structured ourselves this way to show
and redundant concerns
repetitive
courtesy and respect we have for your time and service. We know that
with discernable
from multiple parties will not allow time for questions to be answered thoroughly

explanations.wehopethatduringourtimewithyou,youwillengageusasacommunityandallowfor
thoughtful conversations to happen ..
especially so considering
We at the Hunter Glenn community understand that growth is inevitable, and
growth is not what is currently being
how wonderful cedar city is. However, sustainable and well-planned
and then obtain
proposed by Developers, who are looking to build homes in and next to our communities

their profit and leave.
points of interest, which we respectfully submit
The community of Hunter Glenn has come up with 10 key

foryourreview'Weaskthatyoutakegreatconsiderationoftheamicableapproachandcooperative
attitude that we as a community are trying to convey'
Point Number 1:

1600 N and west of Lund Highway
The cedar city 2012 General Plan has designated the areas north of
lron willows as R-1 single Family
encapsulating the communities of Hunter Glenn, Equestrian Polnt, and
Residential homes Zoning. This has been the case for over a decade'

Point Number 2:

share borders with the
we, the residents of Hunter Glenn, lron willows, and Equestrian Point, who all
homes within
property currently under proposal for a zoning change, purchased, invested' and built our
and 2012 was a Guideline
these communities under the premise that the GENERAL PLAN of 2009
in
a manner that was appealing to
Document that would steer the growth of the Cedar City community
General Plan and its authors at their
our preferred community aesthetic and lifestyle. We took the 2012
business investors that would
word and considered this a good faith contract with the community and
create a GENERAL PLAN if it is
contribute to our communities. Currently- we as a community ask-- why
developers to
not the intent to stick to that contract, and then just allow non-residential out-of-town
contention within the community
build according to their desired profit mar8ins? Does this not create
and AGREED TO? Doesn't going
and the civil governing bodies, by not honorinS what was PLANNED
its elected officials and their
outside of the GENERAL pLAN deteriorate trust from the community and
appointedPlanningmembersandcitycouncil?Weinthesecommunitiesreco8nizethatifthereisno
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opposition to a zoning chanBe because we did not engage enough to be informed, there is little the City
Council can do to maintain the General Plan. We hope to remedy that at this juncture. We put forward
and would like consideration for the Ordinance that mandates a 300ft radius for notifications of zoning
changes be extended out to 1mile. lf the city council wants community engagement- as well as Land
Owners to communicate with each other in ways that they can collectively contribute to the
communities- The PIECEMEALING of our city limits needs to stop....

Point Number 3:
When the Property currently put forward for proposal was purchased by developers- they purchased it
fully knowing the General Plan Zoning Designations, and agreed to go forward with that purchase under
the same premise and understanding that we the community had. So, the decision to change the Zoning

(which

within their right to Propose) is merely a profit-generated proposal that is incongruent with the
decade-old plan we all agreed to. The Re-zoning proposal may touch a Higher density community that
we did not learn about in time to oppose because we are more than 300ft away, However, this proposed
property is surrounded on three sides by R-1 and RE established communities. we ask that the
Governing Body take this into consideration and slcK To rHE GENERAL pLAN designating that the
Proposed parcels remain R-1. once again-- we are not opposed to healthy growth- we welcome it...... lf
it was a problem to build R-l next to Lund Highway- why is it ok for High Density?
is

Point Number 4:

we re-iterate that the communities of Hunter Glenn, lron willows, and Equestrian point support the
Building of R-1 single-family homes and communities according to the General plan. We love the ldea
of
controlled expansion in our neighborhoods and inviting new members to it that share our vision for longterm community investment. We ask that the City council and Planning commission maintain that
end of
the GENERAL PLAN contract as agreed so long ago.
Point Number 5:
High-density housing statistically does not bring long-term community members who invest into
the
communities. These homes are for persons who are just starting out and building equity so that they
can in 2-5 years sell, purchase, and move to larger homes and properties. These properties are also

statistically used as real estate investments that are owned by absentee landlords and rented to
persons temporarily (hence lease and rental agreements). This creates a disassociation
and lack of
attachment to communities that tend to harbor reservations for long-term investments and
relationships in the community at large. Hunter Glenn, lron willows, and Equestrian point want to
welcome persons willing to invest in the community and create relationships that will last for lifetimes.
Point Number 6:
our communities have some shared concerns. These concerns are because of the nature of the
Development process- the ways in which developers avoid engagement with existing communities and
attempt to avoid discussion and remedy of concerns. Developers are not held to the verbal or even
insinuated promises made to communities, and once a zoning Change occurs- it opens new possibilities
for the Developers to persist in developing in contradiction to the General plan. For example: A propeny
over by the Cedar City Golf course that was changed to R-3 in order to create Luxury condos overlooking
the golf course changed hands to another developer, who did not have to go through the re-zoning
process in order to supplant the former development with section 8 housing that extended
to 4 stories
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tall. Everyone knows that this was a bad placement-- but, because of previous decisions made by the
Planning Commission and City Council to change and Re-Zone, this project became a major source of
contention with not only the community- but damaged trust with the established authorities who
oversee this GENERAL PLANNING... We in our Community acknowledge the hard place that the Planning
Commission and City Council were put in concerning that project. We believe that this problem could
have been avoided-- by sticking to the GENERAL PLAN. lt is anecdotal reasons such as this that We as a
community do not trust the process of out-of-town developers to do what is morally right for our
community. Sticking to the General Plan alleviates this possibility in many ways'
Point Number 7:
Developers have not been held to commitments given by the GENERAL PLAN when Building R-2 and R-3
jumped to the
high-density communities on the East side of Lund Highway or the R-3 community that
of
West side of Lund against the R-1 General Plan designation. lf the Developers were held to the edicts

the General Plan, there would be Open Spaces, Parks and amenities built by the developer for the
communities as dictated on Pg. 44 of the General Plan where Medium and High-density developments
are as part of the Site Plan approval process supposed to be coordinated by the Planning Commission
to
and City Council. This lack of investment has been noted by community members and was attempted
for open spaces
be brought into remedy with the next point of contention. we ask that an ordinance
and Park Land Dedication be implemented.

Point Number 8:
years to purchase
our community members including myself, have attempted many times over the last 5
parks, trails, ball-fields and the like in
land within the proposed parcel for the purpose of creating private
gatherings of which Hunter Glenn and lron
order to provide joint community space for recreation and
for
willows currently do not have access to. This Developer has refused to even consider offers
PLAN when R-2 and
remediation of the obligations for open space and amenities put forth by the GENERAL
the part of the developer, we as a
R-3 communities are developed. Because of this lack of cooperation on
opportunity once
community have taken note of the intention of the developer and wish to extend the
purchase empty lots at a fair value
again to either remedy this concern by allowing community members to
according to the 2012 GENERAL
so we can develop according to our community's needs-- or- simply build
PLAN as agreed

with R-1 Single Family Homes......

part of the City Council and
We in the community also ask that if a PUD is available for consideration on the
planning Commission as a remedy for going forward with the zoning change, that this would create a
part of the site Plan approval
wonderful opportunity as a negotiation point on behalf of the community as
process.

Point Number 9:

site plan approvals are dictated as part of the negotiation process when High-Density Homes become
(per the 2012 General Plan pg.
approved by the planning Commission and City Council for development
44).HunterG|enn,lronWillows,andEquestrianPointecommunitymembersaskthatthePlanning
publiC or
commission make good on its provisions stated within The GENERAL PLAN for open spaces,
private use parks and amenities as part of the negotiation process if the Planning commission is even
considering possibly approving this Zoning change."
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Point Number 10:
lnfrastructure. 5 Years ago, the Children of Hunter Glenn were forced to leave their School .5 miles away at
lron Springs Elementary. They were forced by the School Board to be bused 8 miles in the other direction
to Three Peaks Elementary in Enoch over the premise that Schools were overcrowded and the influx of
families to the area was the cause. Today- Three Peaks Elementary is just as overloaded and bursting at
the seams, and now the Planning Commission is approving Higher-Density Developments to an already
exhausted and overburdened region. No Schools are being built with impact fees. No lnterchanges and
traffic control lights are being placed at Lund and 1600 to control the flow traffic of which will most
certainly increase. The Commercial centers that were designated on the 2012 General Plan Map are no
longer possible due to existing changes that have already commenced against the agreements of the

we as a community are also concerned about the increase regular traffic will have to our
neighborhood and the increased intensity that may present itself, which will interrupt the 10-15 year safe
haven our community and children have enjoyed.
GENERAL PLAN.

We ask that the City Council take into consideration the current ZONING of R-1 and recommend keeping
that commitment, as the liShter the zoning density and the lighter the intensity of use of a community, the
less likely tragedy and accidents caused by increased traffic will befall that community. The Outsider
Developers are not taking the existing community into consideration with the Zoning proposal. We ask that

the Planning Commission and City Council either maintain the R-1 development Zoning for the proposed
parcels, as agreed to in the General Plan Contract, or assist in negotiating remedies between the Developer
and surrounding communities who will be here far longer than the Developers ever will.
I

open the Floor now to Questions from the City Council Members-

Thank you for your time and consideration.......

Christopher Uchman
Hunter Glenn Community Member

Notes:
There are zero Ordinances that contribute impact fees to the outlying areas of the incorporated city limitsWe believe that an ordinance through Open Space and Park Land Dedication ordinances are necessary to

contribute EQUALLY and support ALL Cedar City Citizens-not just those around Main Street and Town
Center.
This also would encourage Developers to either BUY/Build by ZONTNG as designated by the ceneral plan
and compel them to Buy Land that suits their development Density desires- or Build Parks and Open Spaces
as a condition of the Zone Change

Request.... Developers have been allowed to run Roughshod amongst
our outlying communities and something needs to be put in place to discourage this.
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